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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  propose  two novel  discrete-time  mixed-integer  programming  models  for  simultaneous  batching
and  scheduling  in  multipurpose  batch  plants  with  storage  constraints.  The  proposed  models  adopt  two
different  modeling  approaches.  The  first  is  based  on explicit  labeling  of batches,  while  the  second  is based
on  identifying  possible  batch  size  intervals  for each  order  and  the corresponding  unit  routings.  We  also
present  extensions  that  allow  us to consider  limited  shared  utilities  (with  both  fixed  and  time-varying
availability  and  cost),  storage  with  capacity  limits  and  stage-dependent  batch  sizes.  Finally,  we study
how  instance  characteristics  (e.g.  expected  number  of batches  per  order,  uniformity  in  unit  capacities)
impact  the  effectiveness  of the  proposed  models.  We  show  that by carefully  selecting  the  model  allows
us  to effectively  solve  large-scale  instances.

© 2017  Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Chemical manufacturing facilities consist of a series of operations that compete for limited resources (e.g. process units, utilities).
Through production scheduling, favorable allocation of these limited resources to various production tasks over time can be achieved
(Pinedo, 2012). Although production scheduling was originally regarded as a feasibility problem, optimization techniques allow for a
more rigorous decision making that optimally utilizes available resources, while pursuing objectives that concern customer satisfaction,
operation costs and profits. Consequently, production scheduling through exact mathematical programming methods has been the subject
of active research in the Process Systems Engineering (PSE) community in the past two decades (Reklaitis, 1996; Pinto and Grossmann,
1998; Kallrath, 2002; Floudas and Lin, 2004; Mendez et al., 2006; Maravelias, 2012; Harjunkoski et al., 2014).

Among the various production environments studied, the sequential environment is one of the most common in batch manufacturing
facilities. It exhibits a series of stages in which batches have to go through without being mixed, split or recycled. Among problems in
sequential environments, multistage batch plants are the facilities that have received the most attention. However, only a limited amount
of studies have been conducted on the more general multipurpose batch plants.

Furthermore, most of the existing approaches for scheduling in sequential environments are based on several restrictive assump-
tions. Specifically, batching decisions are assumed to be decoupled from scheduling decisions, often leading to suboptimal solutions.
This assumption may  be reasonable in relatively simple processes, where good batching decisions can be readily identified. However, as
the complexity increases, making batching decisions without considering their scheduling aspects may  lead to inefficient utilization of
resources. Another simplifying assumption commonly made is that there are always storage vessels available for intermediate products,
i.e. unlimited intermediate storage (UIS). However, this assumption is not applicable to many of the process industries.

The goal of this paper is to develop mathematical programming models for scheduling in multipurpose facilities that can address the
aforementioned limitations. We  develop two mixed-integer programming (MIP) models that adopt two  different modeling approaches.
Furthermore, we discuss the computational performance of the two  approaches. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
provide a literature review, focusing on sequential environment and the limitations of existing approaches. Next in Section 3, we formally
define the problem we consider. Sections 4–6 provide the mathematical formulations of the proposed models, as well as extensions for
limited shared utilities, storage constraints and stage-dependent batch sizes. In Section 7, several illustrative examples are presented
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Indices/sets

Indices/sets
i ∈ I orders
j ∈ J/JP/JS units/processing units/storage vessels
k ∈ K stages
l ∈ L batches
m ∈ M batch size intervals
r  ∈ R resources
t ∈ T time points/periods

Subsets
Ijk orders on stage k that can be processed in unit j

ISjk orders that can be stored in vessel j after being processed on stage k
Ijkt orders on stage k that can start in unit j at time point t
Ji process units that can process order i
JSi storage vessels that can store order i

Jmax
i /Jmin

i remaining candidate units for batch size interval generation algorithm
Jik process units that can process order i on stage k
JSik storage vessels that can store a batch of order i that has been processed on stage k
Jikt process units in which order i on stage k can start at time point t
Jimk process units that can process order i on stage k assigned to batch size interval m
JSimk storage vessels that can store order i on stage k assigned to batch size interval m
Ki stages on which order i is processed
K−
ik/K+

ik stages on which order i have to be processed before/after stage k
Li batches of order i
Mi batch size intervals for order i
Mij batch size intervals for order i when processed in unit j

Mijk/MS
ijk batch size intervals for order i on stage k processed/stored in unit/vessel j

Pmax
i /Pmin

i remaining candidate units for algorithm with stage-dependent batch sizes
Tijk set of feasible time points for order i on stage k to start in unit j

TSik set of feasible time periods in which order i on stage k can be stored in any compatible vessel

Parameters
˛ijk cost of processing a batch of order i on stage k in unit j
˛Urt cost of resource r during time period t
˛Inv
ijk

inventory cost of batch of order i on stage k stored in vessel j

ˇmin
j
/ˇmax
j

minimum/maximum capacity of unit or vessel j

ˇeff,min
i

/ˇeff,max
i

effective minimum/maximum batch sizes of order i
ˆ̌ eff,min
i

realistic minimum batch size of order i
ı time discretization length
εik earliest start time of order i on stage k
�min
im
/�max
im

lower/upper endpoint of batch size interval m of order i
�0/�F start/end of the scheduling horizon (i.e. �0 = mini ∈ I�i, �F = maxi ∈ I�i)
�ij number of time ranges of order i on its last stage when processed in unit j (Eq. (37))
�LS
i

last stage of order i
	ik latest finish time of order i on stage k
�i release time of order i

i amount due of order i
�ik yield of order i on stage k
�ijkt utility r required to process a batch of order i on stage k in unit j
ijk processing time of order i on stage k in unit j
�i due date of order i
�ik relative size of the final product to batch size on stage k of order i
 rt availability of resource r during time period t

Binary variables
XL
iljkt

=1 if batch l ∈ Li on stage k starts in unit j at time point t

XM
imjkt

=1 if order i on stage k assigned to interval m starts in unit j at time point t

XS
ijkt

=1 if any batch of order i on stage k is being stored in vessel j during time period t
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